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Abstract
Low-level program analysis is a fundamental problem, taking the
shape of “flow analysis” in functional languages and “points-to”
analysis in imperative and object-oriented languages. Despite the
similarities, the vocabulary and results in the two communities
remain largely distinct, with limited cross-understanding. One of
the few links is Shivers’sk-CFA work, which has advanced the
concept of “context-sensitive analysis” and is widely known in both
communities.

Recent results indicate that the relationship between the func-
tional and object-oriented incarnations ofk-CFA is not as well
understood as thought. Van Horn and Mairson provedk-CFA for
k ≥ 1 to be EXPTIME-complete; hence, no polynomial-time al-
gorithm can exist. Yet, there are several polynomial-time formula-
tions of context-sensitive points-to analyses in object-oriented lan-
guages. Thus, it seems that functionalk-CFA may actually be a pro-
foundly different analysis from object-orientedk-CFA. We resolve
this paradox by showing that the exact same specification ofk-CFA
is polynomial-time for object-oriented languages yet exponential-
time for functional ones: objects and closures are subtly different,
in a way that interacts crucially with context-sensitivity and com-
plexity. This illumination leads to an immediate payoff: by pro-
jecting the object-oriented treatment of objects onto closures, we
derive a polynomial-time hierarchy of context-sensitive CFAs for
functional programs.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsF.3.2 [Logics and Meanings
of Programs]: Semantics of Programming Languages—Program
Analysis

General Terms Algorithms, Languages, Theory

Keywords static analysis, control-flow analysis, pointer analysis,
functional, object-oriented, k-CFA, m-CFA

1. Introduction
One of the most fundamental problems in program analysis is
determining the entities to which an expression may refer at run-
time. In imperative and object-oriented (OO) languages, this is
commonly phrased as apoints-to(or pointer) analysis: to which
objects can a variable point? In functional languages, the problem
is calledflow analysis[9]: to which expressions can a value flow?
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Both points-to and flow analysis acquire a degree of complexity
for higher-order languages: functional languages have first-class
functions and object-oriented languages have dynamic dispatch;
these features conspire to make call-target resolution depend on the
flow of values, even as the flow of values depends on what targets
are possible for a call. That is, data-flow depends on control-flow,
yet control-flow depends on data-flow. Appropriately, this problem
is commonly calledcontrol-flow analysis(CFA).

Shivers’sk-CFA [15] is a well-known family of control-flow
analysis algorithms, widely recognized in both the functional and
the object-oriented world.k-CFA popularized the idea of context-
sensitive flow analysis.1 Nevertheless, there have always been an-
noying discrepancies between the experiences in the application of
k-CFA in the functional and the OO world. Shivers himself notes
in his “Best of PLDI” retrospective that “the basic analysis, for any
k > 0 [is] intractably slow for large programs” [14]. This contra-
dicts common experience in the OO setting, where a 1- and 2-CFA
analysis is considered heavy but certainly possible [1, 8].

To make matters formally worse, Van Horn and Mairson [17]
recently provedk-CFA for k ≥ 1 to be EXPTIME-complete, i.e.,
non-polynomial. Yet the OO formulations ofk-CFA have provably
polynomial complexity (e.g., Bravenboer and Smaragdakis [1] ex-
press the algorithm in Datalog, which is a language that can only
express polynomial-time algorithms). This paradox seems hard to
resolve. Isk-CFA misunderstood? Has inaccuracy crept into the
transition from functional to OO?

In this paper we resolve the paradox and illuminate the deep
differences between functional and OO context-sensitive program
analyses. We show that the exact same formulation ofk-CFA is
exponential-time for functional programs yet polynomial-time for
OO programs. To ensure fidelity, our proof appeals directly to
Shivers’s original definition ofk-CFA and applies it to the most
common formal model of Java, Featherweight Java.

As might be expected, our finding hinges on the fundamental
difference between typical functional and OO languages: the for-
mer create implicit closures when lambda expressions are created,
while the latter require the programmer to explicitly “close” (i.e.,
pass to a constructor) the data that a newly created object can ref-
erence. At an intuitive level, this difference also explains why the

1 Although thek-CFA work is often used as a synonym for “k-context-
sensitive” in the OO world,k-CFA is more correctly an algorithm that
packages context-sensitivity together with several other design decisions. In
the terminology of OO points-to analysis,k-CFA is ak-call-site-sensitive,
field-sensitive points-to analysis algorithm with a context-sensitive heap
and with on-the-fly call-graph construction. (Lhoták [7] and Lhot́ak and
Hendren [8] are good references for the classification of points-to analysis
algorithms.) In this paper we use the term “k-CFA” with this more precise
meaning, as is common in the functional programming world, and not just
as a synonym for “k-context-sensitive”. Although this classification is more
precise, it still allows for a range of algorithms, as we discuss later.



exact samek-CFA analysis will not yield the same results if a func-
tional program is automatically rewritten into an OO program: the
call-site context-sensitivity of the analysis leads to loss of preci-
sion when the values are explicitly copied—the analysis merges
the information for all paths with the samek-calling-context into
the same entry for the copied data.

Beyond its conceptual significance, our finding pays immediate
dividends: By emulating the behavior of OOk-CFA, we derive a
hierarchy,m-CFA, of polynomial CFA analyses for functional pro-
grams. In technical terms,k-CFA corresponds to an abstract inter-
pretation over shared-environment closures, whilem-CFA corre-
sponds to an abstract interpretation over flat-environment closures.
m-CFA turns out to be an important instantiation in the space of
analyses described by Jagannathan and Weeks [6].

2. Background and Illustration
Although we prove our claims formally in later sections, we first
illustrate the behavior ofk-CFA for OO and functional programs
informally, so that the reader has an intuitive understanding of the
essence of our argument.

2.1 Background: What is CFA?

k-CFA was developed to solve the higher-order control-flow prob-
lem in λ-calculus-based programming languages. Functional lan-
guages are explicitly vulnerable to the higher-order control-flow
problem, because closures are passed around as first-class values.
Object-oriented languages like Java are implicitly higher-order,
because method invocation is resolved dynamically—the invoked
method depends on the type of the object that makes it to the invo-
cation point.

In practice, CFAs must compute much more than just control-
flow information. CFAs are also data-flow analyses, computing
the values that flow to any program expression. In the object-
oriented setting, CFA is usually termed a “points-to” analysis and
the interplay between control- and data-flow is called “on-the-fly
call-graph construction” [7].

Both the functional community and the pointer-analysis com-
munity have assigned a meaning to the termk-CFA. Informally,
k-CFA refers to a hierarchy of global static analyses whose context-
sensitivity is a function of the lastk call sites visited. In its func-
tional formulation,k-CFA uses this context-sensitivity for every
value and variable—thus, in pointer analysis terms,k-CFA is ak-
call-site-sensitive analysis with ak-context-sensitive heap.

2.2 Insight and Example

The paradox prompted by the Van Horn and Mairson proofs seems
to imply thatk-CFA actually refers to two different analyses: one
for functional programs, and one for object-oriented/imperative
programs. The surprising finding of our work is thatk-CFA means
the same thing for both programming paradigms, but that its behav-
ior is different for the object-oriented case.

k-CFA was defined by abstract interpretation of theλ-calculus
semantics for an abstract domain collapsing data values to static
abstractions qualified byk calling contexts. Functional implemen-
tations of the algorithm are often heavily influenced by this abstract
interpretation approach. The essence of the exponential complexity
of k-CFA (for k ≥ 1) is that, although each variable can appear
with at mostO(nk) calling contexts, the number of variable envi-
ronments is exponential, because an environment can combine vari-
ables from distinct calling contexts. Consider the following term:

(λ (z) (z x1 . . . xn)) .

This expression hasn free variables. In 1-CFA, each variable is
mapped to the call-site in which it was bound. By binding each of

thexi in multiple call-sites, we can induce an exponential number
of environments to close thisλ-term:

((λ (f1) (f1 0)(f1 1))
(λ (x1)
· · ·
((λ (fn) (fn 0)(fn 1))
(λ (xn)
(λ (z) (z x1 . . . xn)))) · · · )) .

Notice that eachxi is bound to0 and1, thus there are2n environ-
ments closing the innerλ-term.

The same behavior is not possible in the object-oriented setting
because creating closures has to be explicit (a fundamental differ-
ence of the two paradigms2) and the site of closure creation be-
comes the common calling context for all closed variables.

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate this behavior for a 1-CFA analy-
sis. (This is the shortest, in terms of calling depth, example that
can demonstrate the difference.) Figure 1 presents the program in
OO form, with explicit closures—i.e., objects that are initialized
to capture the variables that need to be used later. Figure 2 shows
the same program in functional form. We use a fictional (for Java)
constructlambda that creates a closure out of the current environ-
ment. The bottom parts of both figures show the information that
the analysis computes. (We have grouped the information in a way
that is more reflective of OOk-CFA implementations, but this is
just a matter of presentation.)

The essential question is “in how many environments does func-
tion baz get analyzed?” The exact same, abstract-interpretation-
based, 1-CFA algorithm producesO(N + M) environments for
the object-oriented program andO(NM) environments for the
functional program. The reason has to do with how the context-
sensitivity of the analysis interacts with the explicit closure. Since
closures are explicit in the OO program, all (heap-)accessible vari-
ables were closed simultaneously. One can see this in terms of vari-
ablesx andy: both are closed by copying their values to thex andy
fields of an object in the expression “new ClosureXY(x,y)”. This
copying collapses all the different values forx that have the same
1-call-site context. Put differently,x andy inside the OO version of
baz are not the original variables but, rather, copies of them. The
act of copying, however, results in less precision because of the fi-
nite context-sensitivity of the analysis. In contrast, the functional
program makes implicit closures in which the values ofx andy are
closed at different times and maintain their original context. The
abstract interpretation results in computing allO(NM) combina-
tions of environments with different contexts forx andy. (If the
example is extended to more levels, the number of environments
becomes exponential in the length of the program.)

The above observations immediately bring to mind a well-
known result in the compilation of functional languages: the choice
between shared environments and flat environments [? , page 142].
In a flat environment, the values of all free variables are copied into
a new environment upon allocation. In a flat-environment scenario,
it is sufficient to know only the base address of an environment to
look up the value of a variable. To define the meaning of a program,
it clearly makes no difference which environment representation a
formal semantics models. However, incompilationthere are trade-
offs: shared environments make closure-creation fast and variable
look-up slow, while flat environments make closure-creation slow
and variable look-up fast. The choice of environment representation
also makes a profound difference during abstract interpretation.

2 It is, of course, impossible to strictly classify languages by paradigm
(“what is JavaScript?”) so our statements reflect typical, rather than uni-
versal, practice.



Environment:        ox1 = new Object(); … oxN = new Object();     oy1 = newObject(); … oyM = new Object();

caller() {

class ClosureX {
Object x;
ClosureX(Object x0) { class ClosureXY {

foo(ox1);
...
foo(oxN);
}

foo(Object x) {
ClosureX cx = 

new ClosureX(x);
cx.bar(oy1);
...
cx.bar(oyM);

( j ) {
x = x0;

}  // constructor

bar(Object y) {
ClosureXY cxy =

new ClosureXY(x,y);

Object x,y;
ClosureXY(Object x0,

Object y0) {
x = x0; y = y0;

}  // constructor
…

…

y
}

}

cxy.baz(…);
...

}
}

baz(…) {
... x ... y ...

}

caller@1: foo_x -> [ox1] foo@1: bar_y -> [oy1]

caller@N: foo_x -> [oxN]

...local variable
points‐to info

foo@M: bar_y -> [oyM]

...

caller@1: 
foo::ClosureX.x -> [ox1]

foo@1: 
bar::ClosureXY.x -> [ox1, …, oxN]
bar::ClosureXY.y -> [oy1]

ll @N

...heap object
points to info ...

O(N+M)
environments

caller@N:
foo::ClosureX.x -> [oxN]

points‐to info
foo@M: 
bar::ClosureXY.x -> [ox1, …, oxN]
bar::ClosureXY.y -> [oyM] 

Figure 1. An example OO program, analyzed under 1-CFA. Parts that are orthogonal to the analysis (e.g., return types, the class containing
foo, the body ofbaz) are elided. The bottom part shows the (points-to) results of the analysis in the form “context: var -> abstractObject”.
Conventions: we use[ox1], ...,[oxN], [oy1], ...,[oyM] to mean the abstract objects pointed to by the corresponding environment variables.
(We only care that these objects be distinct.)methodvar names a local variable,var inside a method.method::Type.field refers to a field of
the object of typeTypeallocated insidemethod. (This example allocates a single object per method, so no numeric distinction of allocation
sites is necessary.)callermethod@numdesignates thenum-th call-site inside methodcallermethod.

caller() {
foo(ox1); foo(Object x) {

Clos e c
…

...
foo(oxN);
}

Closure cx =      

cx(oy1);
...
cx(oyM);

}

lambda(Object y) {
Closure cxy =

cxy(…);

…

lambda(…) {
...

}
... x ... y ...

}

caller@1: foo_x -> [ox1] foo@1: lambda_y -> [oy1]

...local variable ...

caller@1: caller@1: lambda cxy.x -> [ox1]

caller@N: foo_x -> [oxN]
points‐to info

foo@M: lambda_y -> [oyM]

O(N*M)
environments

foo_cx.x -> [ox1]
_ y [ ]

foo@1: lambda_cxy.y -> [oy1]

caller@N:
foo_cx.x -> [oxN]

...heap object
points‐to info

...

environments

caller@N: lambda_cxy.x -> [oxN]
foo@1: lambda_cxy.y -> [oy1]

...
caller@N: lambda_cxy.x -> [oxN]
foo@M: lambda_cxy.y -> [oyM]

Figure 2. The same program in functional form (implicit closures).The lambda expressions are drawn outside their lexical environment to
illustrate the analogy with the OO code.The number of environments out of the abstract interpretation is nowO(NM) because variablesx
andy in the rightmost lambda were not closed together and have different contexts.



lam ∈ Lam ::= (λ (v1 . . . vn) call)` v ∈ Var

call ∈ Call ::= (f e1 . . . en)
` f, e ∈ Exp = Var + Lam

` ∈ Lab is a set of labels

Figure 3. Grammar for CPS

3. Shivers’s originalk-CFA
Because one possible resolution to the paradox is thatk-CFA for
object-oriented programs andk-CFA for the λ-calculus is just a
case of using the same name for two different concepts, we need to
be confident that the analysis we are working with is reallyk-CFA.
To achieve that confidence, we return to the source ofk-CFA—
Shivers’s dissertation [15], which formally and precisely pins down
its meaning. We take only cosmetic liberties in reformulating Shiv-
ers’sk-CFA—we convert from a tail-recursive denotational seman-
tics to a small-step operational semantics, and we rename contours
to times. Though equivalent, Shivers’s original formulation ofk-
CFA differs significantly from later ones; readers familiar with only
modern CFA theory may even find it unusual. Once we have refor-
mulatedk-CFA, our goal will be to adapt it as literally as possible
to Featherweight Java.

3.1 A grammar for CPS

A minimal grammar for CPS (Figure 3) contains two expression
forms—λ-terms and variables—and one call form. The body of
everyλ-term is a call site, which ensures the CPS constraint that
functions cannot directly return to their callers. We also attach a
unique label to everyλ-term and call site.

3.2 Concrete semantics for CPS

We model the semantics for CPS as a small-step state machine.
Each state in this machine contains the current call site, a binding
environment in which to evaluate that call, a store and a time-stamp:

ς ∈ Σ = Call× BEnv × Store × Time

β ∈ BEnv = Var ⇀ Addr

σ ∈ Store = Addr ⇀ D

d ∈ D = Clo

clo ∈ Clo = Lam× BEnv

a ∈ Addr is an infinite set of addresses

t ∈ Time is an infinite set of time-stamps.

Environments in this state-space are factored; instead of mapping
a variable directly to a value, a binding environment maps a vari-
able to an address, and then the store maps addresses to values.
The specific structure of both time-stamps and addresses will be
determined later. Any infinite set will work for either addresses or
time-stamps for the purpose of defining the meaning of the concrete
semantics. (Specific choices for these sets can simplify proofs of
soundness, which is why they are left unfixed for the moment.)

To inject a call sitecall into an initial state, we pair it with an
empty environment, an empty store and a distinguished initial time:

ς0 = (call , [], [], t0).

The concrete semantics are composed of an evaluator for ex-
pressions and a transition relation on states:

E : Exp× BEnv × Store ⇀ D (⇒) ⊆ Σ× Σ.

The evaluator looks up variables, and creates closures overλ-terms:

E(v, β, σ) = σ(β(v)) E(lam, β, σ) = (lam, β).

In CPS, there is only one rule to transition from one state to another;
whencall = [[(f e1 . . . en)

`]]:

(call , β, σ, t) ⇒ (call ′, β′′, σ′, t′), where

(lam, β′) = E(f, β, σ) di = E(ei, β, σ)

lam = [[(λ (v1 . . . vn) call ′)`′ ]] t′ = tick(call , t)

ai = alloc(vi, t
′) β′′ = β′[vi 7→ ai]

σ′ = σ[ai 7→ di].

There are two external parameters to this semantics, a function for
incrementing the current time-stamp and a function for allocating
fresh addresses for bindings:

tick : Call× Time → Time

alloc : Var × Time → Addr

It is possible to define a semantics in which thetick function does
not have access to the current call site, but providing access to the
call site will end up simplifying the proof of soundness fork-CFA.

Naturally, we expect that new time-stamps and addresses are
always unique; formally:

t < tick(call , t). (1)

If v 6= v′, thenalloc(v, t) 6= alloc(v′, t). (2)

If t 6= t′, thenalloc(v, t) 6= alloc(v′, t′). (3)

For the sake of understanding the concrete semantics, the obvious
solution to these constraints is to use the natural numbers for time:

Time = N Addr = Var × Time,

so that thetick function merely has to increment:
tick( , t) = t + 1 alloc(v, t) = (v, t).

3.3 Executing the concrete semantics

The concrete semantics finds the set of states reachable from the
initial state. The system-space for this process is a set of states:

ξ ∈ Ξ = P (Σ).

The system-space exploration function isf : Ξ → Ξ, which maps
a set of states to their successors plus the initial state:

f(ξ) =
˘
ς′ : ς ∈ ξ andς ⇒ ς′

¯
∪ {ς0} ,

Because the function is monotonic, there exists a fixed point

S =

∞G
n=0

fn(∅),

which is the (possibly infinite) set of reachable states.

3.4 Abstract semantics for CPS:k-CFA

The development of the abstract semantics parallels the construc-
tion of the concrete semantics. The abstract state-space is struc-
turally similar to the concrete semantics:

ς̂ ∈ Σ̂ = Call× B̂Env × Ŝtore × T̂ime

β̂ ∈ B̂Env = Var → Âddr

σ̂ ∈ Ŝtore = Âddr → D̂

d̂ ∈ D̂ = P
“dClo

”
cclo ∈ dClo = Lam× B̂Env

â ∈ Âddr is afinite set of addresses

t̂ ∈ T̂ime is afinite set of time-stamps.

There are three major distinctions with the concrete state-space:
(1) the set of time-stamps is finite; (2) the set of addresses is finite;
and (3) the store can return asetof values. We assume the natural
partial order(v) on this state-space and its components, along with
the associated meaning for least-upper bound (t). For example:

σ̂ t σ̂′ = λâ.(σ̂(â) ∪ σ̂′(â)).



A state-wise abstraction mapα : Σ → Σ̂ formally relates the
concrete state-space to the abstract state-space:

α(call , β, σ, t) = (call , α(β), α(σ), α(t))

α(β) = λv.α(β(v))

α(σ) = λâ.
G

α(a)=â

α(σ(a))

α(lam, β) = {(lam, α(β))}

α(a) is fixed byâlloc α(t) is fixed by dtick.

We cannot choose an abstraction for addresses and time-stamps
until we have chosen the setsTime, T̂ime, Addr andÂddr .

The initial abstract state for a programcall is the direct abstrac-
tion of the initial concrete state:

ς̂0 = α(ς0) = (call ,⊥,⊥, α(t0)).

The abstract semantics has an expression evaluator:

Ê : Exp× B̂Env × Ŝtore → D̂

Ê(v, β̂, σ̂) = σ̂(β̂(v)) Ê(lam, β̂, σ̂) = {(lam, β̂)}.

The abstract transition relation(;) ⊆ Σ̂ × Σ̂ mimics its
concrete counterpart as well; whencall = [[(f e1 . . . en)

`]]:

(call , β̂, σ̂, t̂) ; (call ′, β̂′′, σ̂′, t̂′), where

(lam, β̂′) ∈ Ê(f, β̂, σ̂) d̂i = Ê(ei, β̂, σ̂)

lam = [[(λ (v1 . . . vn) call ′)`′ ]] t̂′ = dtick(call , t̂)

âi = âlloc(vi, t̂
′) β̂′′ = β̂′[vi 7→ âi]

σ̂′ = σ̂ t [âi 7→ d̂i].

Notable differences are the fact that this rule is non-deterministic
(it branches to every abstract closure to which the functionf eval-
uates), and that every abstract address could represent several con-
crete addresses, which means that additions to the store must be
performed with a join operation(t) rather than an extension. There
are also external parameters for the abstract semantics correspond-
ing to the external parameters of the concrete semantics:dtick : Call× T̂ime → T̂ime

âlloc : Var × T̂ime → Âddr

The dtick function allocates an abstract time, which is allowed to
be an abstract time which has been allocated previously; the allo-
catorâlloc is similarly allowed to re-allocate previously-allocated
addresses.

3.5 Constraints from soundness

The standard soundness theorem requires that the abstract seman-
tics simulate the concrete semantics; the key inductive step shows
simulation across a single transition:

Theorem 3.1. If ς ⇒ ς ′ andα(ς) v ς̂, then there must exist an
abstract statêς ′ such that:ς̂ ⇒ ς̂ ′ andα(ς ′) v ς̂ ′.

The proof reduces to two lemmas which must be proved for
every choice of the setsTime, T̂ime, Addr andÂddr :

Lemma 3.2. If α(t) v t̂, thenα(tick(call , t)) v dtick(call , t̂).

Lemma 3.3. If α(t) v t̂, thenα(alloc(v, t)) v âlloc(v, t̂).

3.5.1 Thek-CFA solution

k-CFA represents one solution to the Simulation Lemmas 3.2 and
3.3. Ink-CFA, a concrete time-stamp is the sequence of call sites
traversed since the start of the program; an abstract time-stamp is
the lastk call sites. An address is a variable plus its binding time:

Time = Call∗ T̂ime = Callk

Addr = Var × Time Âddr = Var × T̂ime.

In theory, k-CFA is able to distinguish up to|Call|k instances
(variants) of each variable—one for each invocation context. Of
course, in practice, each variable tends to be bound in only a small
fraction of all possible invocation contexts. Under this allocation
regime, the external parameters are easily fixed:

tick(call , t) = call : t dtick(call , t̂) = firstk(call : t̂)

alloc(v, t) = (v, t) âlloc(v, t̂) = (v, t̂),

which leaves only one possible choice for the abstraction maps:

α(t) = firstk(t) α(v, t) = (v, α(t)).

In technical terms,dtick determines the context-sensitivity of the
analysis, and̂alloc determines its polyvariance.

3.6 Computingk-CFA naı̈vely

k-CFA can be computed naı̈vely by finding the set of reachable
states. The “system-space” for this approach is a set of states:

ξ̂ ∈ Ξ̂ = P
“
Σ̂

”
.

The transfer function for this system-space isf̂ : Ξ̂ → Ξ̂:

f̂(ξ̂) = {ς̂′ : ς̂ ∈ ξ̂ andς̂ ; ς̂′} ∪ {ς̂0} .

The size of the state-space bounds the complexity of naı̈vek-CFA:3

|Call| ×

|B̂Env|z }| {
|Call|k×|Var|×

|Ŝtore|z }| {“
2|Lam|×|Call|k×|Var|”|Var|×|Call|k

×

|T̂ime|z }| {
|Call|k

Even fork = 0, this method is deeply exponential, rather than the
expected cubic time more commonly associated with 0CFA.

3.7 Computingk-CFA with a single-threaded store

Shivers’s technique for makingk-CFA more efficient uses one store
to represent all stores. Any set of stores may be conservatively ap-
proximated by their least-upper-bound. Under this approximation,
the system-space needs only one store:

Ξ̂ = P
“
Call× B̂Env × T̂ime

”
× Ŝtore.

Over this system-space, the transfer function becomes:

f̂(Ĉ, σ̂) = (Ĉ ∪ Ĉ′, σ̂′)

Ŝ′ =
n

ς̂′ : ĉ ∈ Ĉ and(ĉ, σ̂) ; ς̂′
o

Ĉ′ =
n

ĉ : (ĉ, σ̂) ∈ Ŝ′
o

σ̂′ =
G

(ĉ,σ̂)∈Ŝ′

σ̂.

[This formulation of the transfer function assumes that the store
grows monotonically across transition,i.e., that (. . . , σ̂, t̂) ;

(. . . , σ̂′, t′) impliesσ̂ v σ̂′.]
To compute the complexity of this analysis, note the isomor-

phism in the system-space:

Ξ̂ ∼=
“
Call → P

“
B̂Env × T̂ime

””
×

“
Âddr → P

“dClo
””

,

Because the function̂f is monotonic, the height of the latticêΞ:

|Call| ×

|B̂Env|z }| {
|Call|k×|Var|×

|T̂ime|z }| {
|Call|k

+

|Âddr|z }| {
|Var| × |Call|k ×

|dClo|z }| {
|Lam| × |Call|k×|Var| ,

3 Becausêalloc(v, t) = (v, t), we could encode every binding environ-

ment with a map from variables to just times, so that, effectively,|B̂Env | =
|Var ⇀ T̂ime| = |T̂ime||Var| = |Call|k×|Var|.



ς ∈ Σ = Stmt× BEnv × Store ×KontPtr × Time

β ∈ BEnv = Var ⇀ Addr

σ ∈ Store = Addr ⇀ D

d ∈ D = Val

val ∈ Val = Obj + Kont

o ∈ Obj = ClassName× BEnv

κ ∈ Kont = Var × Stmt× BEnv ×KontPtr

a ∈ Addr is a set of addresses

p
κ
∈ KontPtr ⊆ Addr

t ∈ Time is a set of time-stamps.

Figure 4. Concrete state-space for A-Normal Featherweight Java.

bounds the maximum number of times we may have to apply the
abstract transfer function. Fork = 0, the height of the lattice is
quadratic in the size of the program (with the cost of applying the
transfer function linear in the size of the program). Fork ≥ 1,
however, the algorithm has a genuinely exponential system-space.

4. Shivers’sk-CFA for Java
Having formulated a small-stepk-CFA for CPS, it is straight-
forward to formulate a small-step, abstract interpretivek-CFA
for Java. To simplify the presentation, we utilize Featherweight
Java [5] in “A-Normal” form. A-Normal Featherweight Java is
identical to ordinary Featherweight Java, except that arguments
to a function call must be atomically evaluable, as they are
in A-Normal Form λ-calculus. For example, the bodyreturn
f.foo(b.bar()); becomes the sequence of statementsB b1 =
b.bar(); F f1 = f.foo(b1); return f1;. This shift does
not change the expressive power of the language or the nature of the
analysis, but it does simplify the semantics by eliminating semantic
expression contexts. The following grammar describes A-Normal
Featherweight Java; note the (re-)introduction of statements:

Class ::= class C extends C′ {
−−−−→
C′′ f ; K

−→
M}

K ∈ Konst ::= C (
−−→
C f ){super(

−→
f ′) ;

−−−−−−−−−−−→
this.f ′′ = f ′′′;}

M ∈ Method ::= C m (
−−→
C v ) {

−−−→
C v ; ~s }

s ∈ Stmt ::= v = e ;` | return v ;`

e ∈ Exp ::= v | v.f | v.m(−→v ) | new C (−→v ) | (C)v

f ∈ FieldName = Var

C ∈ ClassName is a set of class names

m ∈ MethodCall is a set of method invocation sites

` ∈ Lab is a set of labels

The setVar contains both variable and field names. Every statement
has a label. The functionsucc : Lab ⇀ Stmt yields the subsequent
statement for a statement’s label.

4.1 Concrete semantics for Featherweight Java

Figure 4 contains the concrete state-space for the small-step Feath-
erweight Java machine, and Figure 6 contains the concrete seman-
tics.4 The state-space closely resembles the concrete state-space for
CPS. One difference is the need to explicitly allocate continuations
(from the setKont) at a semantic level. These same continuations
exist in CPS, but they’re hidden in plain sight—the CPS transform
converts semantic continuations into syntactic continuations.

4 Note that the(+) operation represents right-biased functional union, and
that wherever a vector~x is in scope, its components are implicitly in scope:
~x = 〈x0, . . . , xlength(x̃)〉.

C : ClassName → (FieldName∗ × Ructor)

K ∈ Ructor =

fieldsz }| {
Addr∗×

argumentsz}|{
D∗ → (

field valuesz }| {
Store ×

recordz }| {
BEnv)

M : D ×MethodCall ⇀ Method

Figure 5. Helper functions for the concrete semantics.

It is important to note the encoding of objects: objects are a class
plus a record of their fields, and the record component is encoded
as a binding environment that maps field names to their addresses.
This encoding is congruent tok-CFA’s encoding of closures, but it
is probably not the way one would encode the record component
of an object if starting from scratch. The natural encoding would
reduce an object to a class plus a single base address,i.e., Obj =
ClassName × Addr , since fields are accessible as offsets from
the base address. Then, given an object(C, a), the address of
field f would be (f, a). In fact, under our semantics, given an
object(C, β), it is effectively the case thatβ(f) = (f, a). We are
choosing the functional representation of records to maintain the
closest possible correspondence with CPS. When investigating the
complexity ofk-CFA for Java, we will exploit this observation: the
fact that objects can be represented with just a base address causes
the collapse in complexity.

The concrete semantics are encoded as a small-step transition
relation(⇒) ⊆ Σ×Σ. Each expression type gets a transition rule.
Object allocation creates a new binding environmentβ′, which
shares no structure with the previous environmentβ; contrast this
with CPS.These rules use the helper functions described in Fig-
ure 5. The constructor-lookup functionC yields the field names and
the constructor associated with a class name. A constructorK takes
newly allocated addresses to use for fields and a vector of argu-
ments; it returns the change to the store plus the record component
of the object that results from running the constructor. The method-
lookup functionM takes a method invocation point and an object
to determine which method is actually being called at that point.

4.2 Abstract semantics:k-CFA for Featherweight Java

Figure 7 contains the abstract state-space for the small-step Feath-
erweight Java machine,i.e., OOk-CFA. As was the case for CPS,
the abstract semantics closely mirror the concrete semantics. We
assume the natural partial order for the components of the abstract
state-space.

The abstract semantics are encoded as a small-step transition
relation(;) ⊆ Σ̂ × Σ̂, shown in Figure 9. There is one abstract
transition rule for each expression type, plus an additional transition
rule to account for return. These rules make use of the helper
functions described in Figure 8. The constructor-lookup functionĈ
yields the field names and the abstract constructor associated with
a class name. An abstract constructorK̂ takes abstract addresses to
use for fields and a vector of arguments; it returns the “change” to
the store plus the record component of the object that results from
running the constructor. The abstract method-lookup functionM̂
takes a method invocation point and an object to determine which
methods could be called at that point.

4.3 Thek-CFA solution

As in the originalk-CFA for CPS, we factored out time-stamp and
address allocation functions and even the structure of time-stamps
and addresses. The equivalent to call sites in Java are statements.
So, a concrete time-stamp is the sequence of labels traversed since
the program began execution. Addresses pair either a variable/field
name or a method with a time. Method names are allowed, so that
continuations can have a binding point for each method at each



Variable reference

([[v = v′;`]], β, σ, p
κ

, t) ⇒ (succ(`), β, σ′, p
κ

, t′), where

t′ = tick(`, t) σ′ = σ[β(v) 7→ σ(β(v′))].

Return

([[return v ;
`]], β, σ, p

κ

, t) ⇒ (s, β′, σ′, p
κ ′

, t′), where

t′ = tick(`, t) (v′, s, β′, p
κ ′

) = σ(p
κ
)

d = σ(β(v)) σ′ = σ[β′(v′) 7→ d].

Field reference

([[v = v′.f ;
`]], β, σ, p

κ

, t) ⇒ (succ(`), β, σ′, p
κ

, t′), where

t′ = tick(`, t) (C, β′) = σ(β(v′)) σ′ = σ[β(v) 7→ σ(β′(f))].

Method invocation

([[v = v0.m(
−→
v′);`]], β, σ, p

κ

, t) ⇒ (s0, β
′′, σ′, p

κ ′
, t′),

where

M = [[C m (
−−−→
C v′′ ) {

−−−−−→
C′ v′′′ ; ~s}]] = M(d0, m)

d0 = σ(β(v0)) di = σ(β(v′i))

t′ = tick(`, t) κ = (v, succ(`), β, p
κ
)

p
κ ′

= allocκ(M, t′) a′i = alloc(v′′i , t′)

a′′j = alloc(v′′′j , t′) β′ = [[[this]] 7→ β(v0)]

β′′ = β′[v′′i 7→ a′i, v
′′′
j 7→ a′′j ] σ′ = σ[p

κ ′
7→ κ, a′i 7→ di].

Object allocation

([[v = new C (
−→
v′);`]], β, σ, p

κ

, t) ⇒ (succ(`), β, σ′, p
κ

, t′),

where

t′ = tick(`, t) di = σ(β(v′i))

(~f,K) = C(C) ai = alloc(fi, t
′)

(∆σ, β′) = K(~a, ~d) d′ = (C, β′)

σ′ = σ + ∆σ + [β(v) 7→ d′].

Casting

([[v = (C′
) v′]], β, σ, p

κ

, t) ⇒ (succ(`), β, σ′, p
κ

, t′), where

t′ = tick(`, t) σ′ = σ[β(v) 7→ σ(β(v′))].

Figure 6. Concrete semantics for A-Normal Featherweight Java.

ς̂ ∈ Σ̂ = Stmt× B̂Env × Ŝtore × ̂KontPtr × T̂ime

β̂ ∈ B̂Env = Var ⇀ Âddr

σ̂ ∈ Ŝtore = Âddr → bD
d̂ ∈ D̂ = P

“dVal
”

cval ∈ dVal = dObj + K̂ont

ô ∈ dObj = ClassName× B̂Env

κ̂ ∈ K̂ont = Var × Stmt× B̂Env × ̂KontPtr

â ∈ Âddr is afinite set of addresses

p
κ̂
∈ ̂KontPtr ⊆ Âddr

t̂ ∈ T̂ime is afinite set of time-stamps.

Figure 7. Abstract state-space for A-Normal Featherweight Java.

Ĉ : ClassName → (FieldName∗ × R̂uctor)

K̂ ∈ R̂uctor = Âddr
∗
× D̂∗ → (Ŝtore × B̂Env)

M̂ : bD ×MethodCall → P (Method)

Figure 8. Helper functions for the abstract semantics.

Variable reference

([[v = v′;`]], β̂, σ̂, p
κ̂

, t̂) ; (succ(`), β̂, σ̂′, p
κ̂

, t̂′), where

t̂′ = dtick(`, t̂) σ̂′ = σ̂ t [β̂(v) 7→ σ̂(β̂(v′))].

Return

([[return v ;
`]], β̂, σ̂, p

κ̂

, t̂) ; (s, β̂′, σ̂′, p
κ̂ ′

, t̂′), where

t̂′ = dtick(`, t̂) (v′, s, β̂′, p
κ̂ ′

) ∈ σ̂(p
κ̂
)

d̂ = σ̂(β̂(v)) σ̂′ = σ̂ t [β̂′(v′) 7→ d̂].

Field reference

([[v = v′.f ;
`]], β̂, σ̂, p

κ̂

, t̂) ; (succ(`), β̂, σ̂′, p
κ̂

, t̂′), where

t̂′ = dtick(`, t̂) (C, β̂′) ∈ σ̂(β̂(v′)) σ̂′ = σ̂ t [β̂(v) 7→ σ̂(β̂′(f))].

Method invocation

([[v = v0.m(
−→
v′);`]], β̂, σ̂, p

κ̂

, t̂) ; (s0, β̂
′′, σ̂′, p

κ̂ ′
, t̂′),

where

M = [[C m (
−−−→
C v′′ ) {

−−−−−→
C′ v′′′ ; ~s}]] ∈M(d̂0, m)

d̂0 = σ̂(β̂(v0)) d̂i = σ̂(β̂(v′i))

t̂′ = dtick(`, t̂) κ̂ = (v, succ(`), β̂, p
κ̂
)

p
κ̂ ′

= âllocκ̂(M, t̂′) â′i = âlloc(v′′i , t̂′)

â′′j = âlloc(v′′′j , t̂′) β̂′ = [[[this]] 7→ β̂(v0)]

β̂′′ = β̂′[v′′i 7→ â′i, v
′′′
j 7→ â′′j ] σ̂′ = σ̂ t [p

κ̂ ′
7→ {κ̂} , â′i 7→ d̂i].

Object allocation

([[v = new C (
−→
v′);`]], β̂, σ̂, p

κ̂

, t̂) ; (succ(`), β̂, σ̂′, p
κ̂

, t̂′),

where

t̂′ = dtick(`, t̂) d̂i = σ̂(β̂(v′i))

(~f, K̂) = Ĉ(C) âi = âlloc(fi, t̂
′)

(∆σ̂, β̂′) = K̂(~̂a,
~̂
d) d̂′ = (C, β̂′)

σ̂′ = σ̂ t∆σ̂ t [β̂(v) 7→ d̂′].

Casting

([[v = (C′
) v′]], β̂, σ̂, p

κ̂

, t̂) ; (succ(`), β̂, σ̂′, p
κ̂

, t̂′)

t̂′ = dtick(`, t̂) σ̂′ = σ̂ t [β̂(v) 7→ σ̂(β̂(v′))].

Figure 9. Abstract semantics for A-Normal Featherweight Java.



time. (Were method names not allowed, then all procedures would
return to the same continuations in “0”CFA.)

Time = Lab∗ T̂ime = Labk

Addr = Offset× Time Âddr = Offset× T̂ime

Offset = Var + Method.

The time-stamp function prepends the most recent label. The
variable/field-allocation function pairs the variable/field with the
current time, while the continuation-allocation function pairs the
method being invoked with the current time:

tick(`, t) = ` : t dtick(`, t̂) = firstk(` : t̂)

alloc(v, t) = (v, t) âlloc(v, t̂) = (v, t̂)

allocκ(M, t) = (M, t) âllocκ̂(M, t̂) = (M, t̂).

4.4 Computingk-CFA for Featherweight Java

When we apply the single-threaded store optimization fork-CFA
over Java, the state-space appears to be genuinely exponential for
k ≥ 1. This is because the analysis affords more precision and
control over individual fields than is normally expected of a pointer
analysis. Underk-CFA, the address of every field is the field name
paired with the abstract time from its moment of allocation; the
same is true of every procedure parameter. However, these fields
are still stored within maps, and these maps are the source of the
apparent complexity explosion.

Fortunately, by inspecting the semantics, we see that every ad-
dress in the range of a binding environment shares the same time.
Thus, binding environments (̂BEnv ) may be replaced directly by
the time of allocation with no loss of precision. In effect,̂BEnv ∼=
T̂ime for object-oriented programs. Simplifying the semantics un-
der this assumption leads to an abstract system-space with a poly-
nomial number of bits to (monotonically) flip for a fixedk:

|Stmt| · |T̂ime|3 · |Method|+ |Method + Var| · |Time|
· (|Class| · |Time|+ |Var| · |Stmt| · |Time| · |Method| · |Time|)

By constructing Shivers’sk-CFA for Java, and noting the subtle
difference between the semantics’ handling of closures and objects,
we have exposed the root cause of the discrepancy in complexity.
In the next section, we profit from this observation by construct-
ing a semantics in which closures behave like objects, resulting in
a polynomial-time, context-sensitive hierarchy of CFAs for func-
tional programs.

4.5 Variations

The above form ofk-CFA is not exactly what would be usually
called ak-CFA points-to analysis in OO languages. Specifically,
OO k-CFAs would typically not change the context for each state-
ment but only for method invocation statements. An OOk-CFA is
a call-site-sensitive points-to analysis: the only context maintained
is call-sites. That is, abstract time would not “tick”, except in the
method invocation rule of Figure 9. Furthermore, the caller’s con-
text would be restored on a method return, instead of just advancing
the abstract time to its next step. (This choice is discussed exten-
sively in the next sections.) These variations, however, are orthog-
onal to our main point: The algorithm is polynomial because of the
simultaneous closing of all fields of an object.

5. m-CFA: Context-sensitive CFA in PTIME
k-CFA for object-oriented programs is polynomial-time because
it collapses the records inside objects into base addresses. It is
possible to re-engineer the semantics of theλ-calculus so that we
achieve a similar collapse with the environments inside closures.
In fact, the re-engineering corresponds to a well-known compiler

optimization technique for functional languages: flat-environment
closures [? ? ]. In flat-environment closures, the values of all free
variables are copied directly into the new environment. As a result,
one needs to keep track of only the base address of the environment:
any free variable is accessed as an offset.

This flat-environment re-engineering leads to the desired poly-
nomiality, an outcome first noted in the universal framework of Ja-
gannathan and Weeks [6] (here “JW” for brevity). Some caution
must be taken in the use of flat environments; if used in conjunction
with Shivers’sk-CFA-style “last-k-call-sites” contour-allocation
strategy, flat environments achieve weak context-sensitivity in prac-
tice (Section 6). Jagannathan and Weeks suggest several contour
abstractions for control-flow analyses, including using the lastk
call sites and the topm frames of the stack. Section 6 argues quan-
titatively and qualitatively that the top-m-frames approach is the
right abstraction for flat environments. To distinguish this approach
from other possible instantiations of the JW framework, we term
the resulting hierarchym-CFA. Additionally, we note that it is im-
portant to specifym-CFA explicitly, as we do below, since its form
does not straightforwardly follow from past results. Specifically,
Jagannathan and Weeks do specify the abstract domains necessary
for a stack-based “polynomialk-CFA” but do not give an explicit
abstract semantics that would produce the results of their exam-
ples. This is significant because simply adapting the JW concrete
semantics to the abstract domains would not producem-CFA (or
any other reasonable static analysis). The analysis cannot just “pop”
stack frames when a finite prefix of the call-stack is kept. For in-
stance, when the current context abstraction consists of call-sites
(f , g), popping the last call-site will result in a one-element stack.
What our analysis needs to do instead (on a function return) isre-
storethe abstract environment of the current caller.

5.1 A concrete semantics with flat closures

In the new state-space, an environment is a base address:

ς ∈ Σ = Call× Env × Store

σ ∈ Store = Addr ⇀ D

d ∈ D = Clo

clo ∈ Clo = Lam× Env

a ∈ Addr = Var × Env

ρ ∈ Env is a set of base environment addresses.

The expression-evaluatorE : Exp×Env ×Store ⇀ D creates
a closure over the current environment:

E(v, ρ, σ) = σ(v, ρ) E(lam, ρ, σ) = (lam, ρ).

There is only one transition rule; whencall = [[(f e1 . . . en)]]:

(call , ρ, σ) ⇒ (call ′, ρ′′, σ′), where

(lam, ρ′) = E(f, ρ, σ) di = E(ei, ρ, σ)

lam = [[(λ (v1 . . . vn) call ′)]] ρ′′ = new(call , ρ)

{x1, . . . , xm} = free(lam) avi = (vi, ρ
′′)

axj = (xj , ρ′′) d′j = σ(xj , ρ′)

σ′ = σ[avi 7→ di][axj 7→ d′j ].



5.2 Abstract semantics:m-CFA

The abstract state-space is similar to the concrete:

ς̂ ∈ Σ̂ = Call× dEnv × Ŝtore

σ̂ ∈ Ŝtore = Âddr ⇀ bD
d̂ ∈ D̂ = P

“dClo
”

cclo ∈ dClo = Lam× dEnv

â ∈ Âddr = Var × dEnv

ρ̂ ∈ dEnv is a set of base environments addresses.

The abstract evaluator̂E : Exp× dEnv × Ŝtore → bD also mirrors
the concrete semantics:

Ê(v, ρ̂, σ̂) = σ̂(v, ρ̂) Ê(lam, ρ̂, σ̂) = {(lam, ρ̂)} .

There is only one transition rule; whencall = [[(f e1 . . . en)]]:

(call , ρ̂, σ̂) ⇒ (call ′, ρ̂′′, σ̂′), where

(lam, ρ̂′) ∈ Ê(f, ρ̂, σ̂) d̂i = Ê(ei, ρ̂, σ̂)

lam = [[(λ (v1 . . . vn) call ′)]] âxj = (xj , ρ̂′′)

ρ̂′′ = dnew(call , ρ̂, lam, ρ̂′) âvi = (vi, ρ̂
′′)

{x1, . . . , xm} = free(lam) d̂′j = σ̂(xj , ρ̂′)

σ̂′ = σ̂ t [âvi 7→ d̂i] t [âxj 7→ d̂′j ].

5.3 Context-sensitivity

The parameter which must be fixed form-CFA is the new envi-
ronment allocator. To construct the right kind of context-sensitive
analysis, we will work backward—from the abstract to the con-
crete. We would like it to be the case that when a procedure is
invoked, bindings to its parameters are separated from other bind-
ings based on calling context. In addition, we need it to be the case
that procedures return to the calling context in which they were
invoked. (Bear in mind that “returning” in CPS means calling the
continuation argument.) Directly allocating the lastk call sites, as
in k-CFA, does not achieve the desired effect, because variables
get repeatedly rebound during the evaluation of a procedure with
each invocation of an internal continuation. This causes variables
from separate invocations to merge once they arek calls into in the
procedure. Counterintuitively, we solve this problem by allocating
fewer abstract environments. We want to allocate a new environ-
ment when a true procedure is invoked, and we want to restore
an old environment when a continuation is invoked. As a result,
m-CFA is sensitive to the topm stack frames, whereask-CFA is
sensitive to the lastk calls.5

In this case, environments will be a function of context, so we
have environments play the role of time-stamps ink-CFA:

dEnv = Ĉall
m

,

m-CFA assumes and exploits the well-known partitioning of the
CPS grammar from∆CFA [10] which syntactically distinguishes
ordinary procedures from continuations:

dnew(call , ρ̂, lam, ρ̂′) =

(
firstm(call : ρ̂) lam is a procedure
ρ̂′ lam is a continuation.

From this it is clear that[m = 0]CFA and[k = 0]CFA are actually
the same context-insensitive analysis.

5 Consider a program which callsa, callsb and then returns fromb. [k =
1]CFA will consider the context to be the call tob, while [m = 1]CFA will
consider the context to be the call toa.

By settingEnv = N × Call∗, it is straightforward to construct
a concrete allocator that the abstract allocator simulates:

new(call , (n, ~call), lam, (n′, ~call
′
)) =(

(n + 1, call : ~call) lam is a procedure

(n + 1, ~call
′
) lam is a continuation.

5.4 Computingm-CFA

Consider the single-threaded system-space form-CFA:

Ξ̂ = P
“
Call× dEnv

”
× Ŝtore

∼=
“
Call → P

“ dEnv
””

×
“
Addr → P

“dClo
””

.

Theorem 5.1. Computingm-CFA is complete for PTIME.

Proof. Computingm-CFA is a monotonic ascent through a lattice
whose height is polynomial in program size:

|Call| × |Call|m × |Var| × |Call|m × |Lam| × |Call|m.

Clearly, for any choice ofm ≥ 0, m-CFA is computable in
polynomial time. Hardness follows from the fact that[m = 0]CFA
and [k = 0]CFA are the same analysis, which is known to be
PTIME-hard [16].

6. Comparisons to related analyses
This work draws heavily on the Cousots’ abstract interpretation [2,
3] and upon Shivers’s original formulation ofk-CFA [15]. m-
CFA (assuming suitable widening) can be viewed as an instance
of the universal framework of Jagannathan and Weeks [6], but for
continuation-passing style. If one naively uses the framework of Ja-
gannathan and Weeks [6] with Shivers’sk-CFA contour-allocation
strategy, the result is a polynomial CFA algorithm that uses a “last-
k-call-sites” context abstraction, unlike ourm-CFA, which uses a
top-m-frames abstraction. In the rest of this section, “naive poly-
nomialk-CFA” refers to a flat-environment CFA with a last-k-call-
sites abstraction.

We will argue next, both qualitatively and quantitatively, why
the top-m-frame abstraction is better than the last-k-call abstraction
for the case of flat-environment CFAs. The distinction between
these policies is subtle yet important. Using the lastk call sites
forces environments within a function’s scope to merge after the
kth (direct or indirect) call made by a function. Any recursive
function will appear to make at leastk calls during an analysis,
leaving only leaf procedures with boosted context-sensitivity; since
leaf procedures do not invoke higher-order functions, the extra
context-sensitivity offers no benefit to control-flow analysis.

Consider, for example, the invocation of a simple function:

(identity 3)

If the definition of theidentity function is:

(define (identity x) x)

then both naive polynomial 1CFA and[m = 1]CFA return the same
flow analysis as[k = 1]CFA for the program:

(id 3)
(id 4)

That is, all agree the return value is4. If, however, we add a seem-
ingly innocuous function call to the body of the identity function:

(define (identity x)
(do-something)
x)



then polynomial 1CFA would say that the program returns3 or 4,
whereas[m = 1]CFA and[k = 1]CFA still agree that the return
value is just4.

To understand why naive polynomial 1CFA degenerates into
the behavior of 0CFA with the addition of the function call to
do-something, consider what the lastk = 1 call sites are at the
return pointx. Without the intervening call to(do-something),
the last call site at this point was(id 3) in the first case, and(id
4) in the second case. Thus, polynomial 1CFA keeps the bindings
to x distinct. With the intervening call to(do-something), the
last call site becomes(do-something) in both cases, causing the
flow sets forx to merge together. If, however, we allocate the top
m stack frames for the environment, then the intervening call to
do-something has no effect, because the top of the stack at the
return pointx is still the call to(id 3) or (id 4), which keeps
the bindings distinct.

Several papers have investigated polyvariant flow analyses with
polynomial complexity bounds in the setting of type-based anal-
ysis, as compared with the abstract interpretation approach em-
ployed in this paper. Mossin [12] presents a flow analysis based
on polymorphic subtyping including polymorphic recursion for a
simply-typed (i.e. monomorphically typed)λ-calculus. Mossin’s
algorithm operates inO(n8)-time and both Rehof and Fähndrich
[13] and Gustavsson and Svenningsson [4] developed alternative
algorithms that operate inO(n3), wheren is the size of the explic-
itly typed program (and in the worst case, types may be exponen-
tially larger than the programs they annotate).m-CFA does not im-
pose typability assumptions and is polynomial in the program size
without type annotations. As a consequence of the abstract inter-
pretation approach taken inm-CFA, unreachable parts of the pro-
gram are never analyzed, in contrast to most type based approaches.
Another difference concerns the space of abstract values:m-CFA
includes closure approximations, while polymorphic recursive flow
types relate program text and do not predict run-time environment
structure.

6.1 Benchmark-driven comparisons

We have implementedk-CFA, m-CFA and polynomialk-CFA for
R5RS Scheme (with support for some of R6RS). Making a fair
comparison of unrelated CFAs (e.g.,m-CFA and polynomialk-
CFA) is not straightforward. CFAs are not totally ordered by either
speed or precision for all programs. In fact, even within the same
program, two CFAs may each be locally more precise at different
points in the program. That is, given the output of two CFAs,
it might not always be possible to say one is more precise than
another. To compare CFAs on an “apples-to-apples” basis requires
careful benchmark construction; we discuss the results on such
benchmarks below.

6.1.1 Comparing speed with precision held constant

The constructive content of Van Horn and Mairson’s proof offers a
way to generate benchmarks that exercise the worst-case behavior
of a CFA—by constructing a program that forces the CFA to the top
of the lattice (because the most precise possible answer is the top).
Using this insight, we constructed a series of successively larger
“worst-case” benchmarks and recorded how long it took each CFA
to reach the top of the lattice on a 2 Core, 2 GHz OS X machine:

Terms k = 1 m = 1 poly.,k=1 k=0

69 ε ε ε ε
123 ε ε ε ε
231 46 s ε 2 s ε
447 ∞ 3 s 5 s 2 s
879 ∞ 48 s 1 m 8 s 15 s
1743 ∞ 51 m ∞ 3 m 48 s

ε indicates that the analysis returned in less than one second;∞
indicates the analysis took longer than one hour.

As can be seen,m-CFA is not just faster thank-CFA but also
consistently faster than naive polynomialk-CFA. The difference
in scalability betweenm-CFA andk-CFA is large and matches
the theoretical expectations well.From these numbers we can in-
fer that, in the worst case, the feasible range of context-sensitive
analysis of functional programs has been increased by two-to-three
orders of magnitude.

6.2 Comparing speed and precision

On the following benchmarks, we measured both the run-time of
the analyses and the number of inlinings supported by the results.
We are using the number of inlinings supported as a crude but
immediately practical metric of the precision of the analysis.

Prog/
k = 1 m = 1 poly.,k=1 k=0

Terms

eta
ε 7 ε 7 ε 3 ε 3

49
map

ε 8 ε 8 ε 8 ε 6
157
sat ∞ - ε 12 1s 12 ε 12
223

regex
4s 25 3s 25 14s 25 2s 25

1015
scm2java

5s 86 3s 86 3s 79 4s 79
2318
interp

5s 123 4s 123 9s 123 5s 123
4289
scm2c

179s 136 143s 136 157s 131 55s 131
6219

The first two benchmarks test common functional idioms;sat is
a back-tracking SAT-solver;regex is a regular expression matcher
based on derivatives;scm2java is a Scheme compiler that targets
Java; interp is a meta-circular Scheme interpreter;scm2c is a
Scheme compiler that targets C.

From these experiments,m-CFA appears to be as precise ask-
CFA in practice, but at a fraction of the cost. Compared to naive
polynomial 1CFA,[m = 1]CFA is always equally fast or faster and
equally or more precise. These experiments also suggest that naive
polynomial 1CFA is little better than 0CFA in practice, and, in fact,
it even incurs a higher running time thank-CFA in some cases.

7. Conclusion
Our investigation began with thek-CFA paradox: the apparent con-
tradiction between (1) Van Horn and Mairson’s proof thatk-CFA
is EXPTIME-complete for functional languages and (2) the ex-
istence of provably polynomial-time implementations ofk-CFA
for object-oriented languages. We resolved the paradox by show-
ing that thesameabstraction manifests itself differently for func-
tional and object-oriented languages. To do so, we faithfully recon-
structed Shivers’sk-CFA for Featherweight Java, and then found
that the mechanism used to represent closures is degenerate for the
semantics of Java. This degeneracy is what causes the collapse into
polynomial time.

With respect to standard practice ink-CFA, the bindings inside
closures may be introduced over time in several contexts, whereas
the fields inside an object are all allocated in the same context.
This allows objects to be represented as a class name plus the
initial context, whereas the environments inside closures must be
a true map from variables to binding contexts; this map causes the
exponential blow-up in complexity for functionalk-CFA. Armed
with this insight, we constructed a concrete semantics for theλ-
calculus which uses flat environments—environments in which free



variables are accessed as offsets from a base pointer, rather than
through a chain of environments. In fact, this environment policy
corresponds to well-known implementation techniques from the
field of functional program compilation.

Under abstraction, flat environments exhibit the same degen-
eracy as objects, and the end result is a polynomial hierarchy of
context-sensitive control-flow analyses for functional languages.
Our empirical investigation found that coupling flat environments
with a last-k-call-sites policy for context-allocation offers negligi-
ble benefits for precision compared with 0CFA. To solve this prob-
lem, we constructed a polynomial CFA hierarchy which allocates
the topm stack frames as its context:m-CFA. According to our
empirical evaluation,m-CFA matchesk-CFA in precision, but with
faster performance.

8. Future work
Our intent with this work was to build a bridge. Now built, that
bridge spans the long-separated worlds of functional and object-
oriented program analysis. Having already profited from the first
round-trip voyage, it is worth asking what else may cross.

We believe that abstract garbage collection is a good candi-
date [11]. At the moment, it has only been formulated for the func-
tional world. The abstract semantics for Featherweight Java make
it possible to adapt abstract garbage collection to the static analysis
of object-oriented programs. We hypothesize that its benefits for
speed and precision will carry over.

Going in the other direction, the field of points-to analysis for
object-oriented languages has significant maturity and has devel-
oped a more practical understanding for what parameters (e.g.,
context depth) and approximations (e.g., maintaining different con-
texts for variables vs. closures) tend to yield fruitful precision for
client analyses. There is a more intense emphasis on implemen-
tation (e.g., using binary decision diagrams) and on evaluation,
which should be possible to translate to the functional setting. Also,
what the object-oriented community callsshape analysisappears
to go byenvironment analysisin the functional community. Peer-
ing across from the functional side of the bridge, shape analyses
seem far ahead of environment analyses in their sophistication. We
hypothesize that these shape-analytic techniques will be profitable
for environment analysis.
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